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The central limit (or fluctuation) phenomena are discussed in the interacting dif- 
fusion system. The tightness in the Kolmogorov-Prokhorov sense is proved for a 
sequence of distribution valued processes arising from finite particle systems. 
Further, the stochastic differential equation for the limit process is derived by con- 
structing an infinite dimensional Brownian motion. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
McKean [7] formulated the diffusions with mean field interaction and 
obtained a limit theorem from the finite interacting diffusions which is 
called “propagation of chaos.” The limit theorem corresponds to the law of 
large numbers, so the next problems are to formulate and prove the “fluc- 
tuation phenomena” (or central limit theorem) for the interacting diffusion 
system. 
In order to explain the circumstance, we introduce some notation. Given 
smooth functions a(x, y) and b(x, y), (x, y) E R2, we set 
aC4 #I = I 4% v) 4&I and R 
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for a l-dimensional measure u(&). Let { and {B(t)} be a l-dimensional 
random variable and l-dimensional Brownian motion independent of 5, 
respectively, and let (ci, {Bi(t)}), i = 1, 2,..., be independent copies of 
(<, {B(t)}). The n-particle diffusion process ((Xi”)(t), X?)(t),..., X$‘)(t))} is 
governed by the stochastic differential equation 
+ 5,’ b[X,!“‘(s), P)(s)] ds, i = 1, 2 ,..,, n, (1.1) 
where U’“‘(s) = (l/n) CT= 1 6 Yn~Csj and 6, denotes the Dirac measure at x. 
The result of McKean [7] is that the sequence of l-dimensional random 
measure U(“)(t) converges to u( 1) = u( t, dx) in probability, where u( t, dx) is 
the probability distribution of X(t) governed by a stochastic equation 
X(t) = < + j-kk-(s), u(s)] dB(s) + f @X(s), u(s)] ds. (1.2) 
0 
Note that u(t) = u(t, dx) is determined by (1.2). The central limit theorem is 
to study the limit behavior of the sequence {S,(t) = & (U’“‘(t) - u(t)); 
n = 1, 2,..., ). Such problems are studied by It6 [4] and Martin-Lbf [6] for 
non-interacting cases where a(x, y) and b(x, y) are independent of y, from a 
viewpoint of Y’-valued processes, where Y’ is the space of tempered dis- 
tributions. On he other hand, Tanaka and Hitsuda [ 101, Tanaka [ 1 l] and 
Sznitman [9] studied the central limit theorem for the interacting cases. 
The most recent paper [9] proved that a finite dimensional distribution of 
(SJt)} converges to a Gaussian measure if a(x, y) and b(x, y) are bounded 
up to their second partial derivatives. One of the expected stages of the 
above problems is to derive the stochastic differential equation for the limit 
process {s(t) ) of (S,(l)}, which is defined on the dual space Cp’ of a 
suitable nuclear space @ of some kind of infinitely differentiable functions. 
Tanaka and Hitsuda [lo] suggest that it will be more convenient to 
introduce a modified space @’ from the space Y’. We will define the spaces 
@ and @’ in Section 2. 
The first purpose of this paper is to prove the tightness of the sequence 
{s,(t)} as the stochastic processes taking values in the space @’ 
(Theorem 1). The second purpose is to find the stochastic differential 
equation by which the limit processes (s(t)> is governed (Theorem 2). 
Formally the equation is 
S(t)=?+ W’(t)+ j;L*(s)S(s)dr a.s. (P), (1.3) 
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using a @‘-valued Brownian motion N’(t) and the dual L*(s) of an integro- 
differential operator L(s): 
(L(s) 4)(x) 
= (b’(x) b[x, u(s)] + g”(x) a[x, u(s)12 (1.4) 
+ 1 4’(Y) NY, xl 4% dY) + 1 d”(Y) dY, u(s)1 4x s) 4% dY)* 
R R 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS: SPACE @ 
Let 
i 
c.exp(-l/l- lx12), 
P(x)= o 
Ixl<l 
3 1x12 1 
be the Friedrichs mollifier, where c is the normalizing constant for 
jR p(x) dx = 1. We set 
4+4=[Re -‘Y’p(x - y) dy and 4x) = W(x). 
Then e(x) is an infinitely differentiable function satisfying 
I I $j e(x) = c,(p)( 1 + e’“‘), p = 1, 2,..., (2.1) 
where c1 = c,(p) is a constant depending only on p = 1,2,.... 
Convention. In the following parts of this paper, ck( p1 ,..., pr), k = 1, 2 ,..., 
mean constants depending only on p 1 ,..., p,. In trivial cases, we will write 
down only ck. 
We set @ = {#(x)=e(x) q(x); (PEG}, where Y denotes the l-dimen- 
sional Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable 
functions. According to Gelfand and Vilenkin [3] we introduce a nuclear 
Frechet topology on 0 by the system of seminorms (I * lip, p = 1, 2,..., defined 
by 
II4ll~= C J (1 +x2)2p I-$ {m(x)eml(x))/*~x. 
Oakan R 
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Let @’ be the dual space of @, Gp the completion of @ by I/. lip, @; the dual 
space of Qp and 11. /) --p the dual norm of @; = Kp. Let (x, 4) be the 
canonical bilinear form on @’ x @ and (x, d), be the canonical bilinear 
form on @L x d),. 
3. MAIN RESULTS (I): TIGHTNESS 
We prove in this section the tightness of {S,(t)}, n = 1,2,..., as @‘-valued 
processes. Before stating results precisely we give some definitions. Let 2 be 
a topological space and Y,, n = 1,2 ,..., and Y be Z-valued random 
variables. As usual, we say that Y,,, n = 1,2,..., are tight in Z if for any E > 0 
there exists a compact set K of Z such that E[xK( Y,)] 2 1 -E for all n > 1, 
where xK(x) is the indicator function of K. We also say the Y, converges to 
Y in Z if E[f( Y,)] converges to E[f( Y)] for every bounded continuous 
real function f on Z. Let C( [0, co); @L) be the Frtchet space of continuous 
mappings from [0, co) to @k. Then we have 
THEOREM 1. We assume the following conditions: 
(A) a(x, y) and b(x, y) have bounded partial derivatives of order 1, 
(B) max (sup,, tG T EIeBlx(‘)‘l, sup, supoGrG.T E[eP1@‘(‘)‘]} d 
c2( T, B), i = l,..., n, n = 1, 2 ,..., for any positive numbers T and /I. Then there 
exists a positive integer p such that {SJt)}, n = 1, 2,..., are tight in 
C(CQ a); q,. 
Remark. A sufficient condition for (B) will be discussed in Section 5. 
Proof First we will prove that for any 4(x) =e(x) q(x) in @, 
EClUt,, d)-Ut, 4)l”l GcdT)ld It, - t I’, t16t<T, (3.1) 
holds, where &it, 4) = (Ut), 4) and I cp Ip = s~p,,,~~~~ I(dk/dxk) Cal. 
For the proof of (3.1) we will prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let {Xi(t)}, i = 1, 2 ,..., be independent copies of (X(t)} which 
are constructed from (ri, {B,(t)}), i= 1,2,..., by (1.2). Under the conditions 
(A) and (B) of Theorem 1, the evaluations 
hold. 
sup E[ 1 Xin)( t) - Xi(t) I*] < c4( T)/n4, 
O<?<T 
i = 1, 2,..., 
Proof: Setting Zj(s) = a(Xi(s), Xi(s)) - a[Xi(s), u(s)] and Wj(s) = 
b(Xi(s), Xi(S)) - b[Xi(s), U(S)], we have by the assumption (A) 
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E[lXj”)(t)-Xi(t)18] 
(3.2) 
and by the assumption (B) 
max{ sup ~?[zj(t)~], sup E[Wj(t)*]} <f+,. 
OiZCT O<tgT 
(3.3) 
For positive integers 4, j= I,2 ,..., 8, and non-negative integers r($), 
j = I,2 ,..., 8, such that il # i and Xi”=* r(ij) = 7, we have 
E[Z&) z;p)(s). . . zp(s)] 
= E[E[Zi,(s)( Xi(s); j = iz, i3,,.., i8] Z;ii2)(s). . . Z;f8)(s)] = 0, 
so that by (3.3) we get 
Similarly we get 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.2) and using the symmetry for 
i = 1, 2,..., n and the Gronwall lemma, we have proved the inequality. 
Now we return to the proof of the theorem. According to the idea of 
Sznitman [9], we set for f$ E # 
‘g(‘) = f: t4tx,!“‘tt)) - #txiCr))), 
i=l 
Then we get 
T”,(t)= f (9(x,(t))-Et~(xi(tf)l), 
i=l 
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Setting 
a .(s) = u[X!“‘(s) iIF(S n,r I 3 b, i(s) = b[X,!“‘(s), .?P)(s)] 9 
ai(s) = aCxi(s)3 u(s)l, b;(s) =bCXi(s)t u(s)I> 
and using the ItCi formula, we have 
E[ I Lq(t,) - s;(t)l”] < 33n3 f E[(zyq4+ (zy)4+ (z;q4], (3.7) 
i= 1 
where 
IT’= s’ ($‘(X,!“‘(s)) a,&) - qY(Xj(S)) a,(s)) dB,(s), 
fl 
12’ = I ,: (#‘(X:“‘(S)) b,i(s) - 4’(Xi(S)) hi(s)) dS, 
’ I?‘= & 
f 
($4”(Ay(S)) u,,i(s)2 - qv’(Xi(S)) a,(s)‘) u!s. 
11 
Again using the Ita formula, we get 
E[(Zy)“] ,< C9 I t, - r I J’ E[(b’(Xy)(s)) - 4’(xi(s)))4 un,i(S)4 
II 
-f 8’(J’i(S))” (un,i(s) -ai(s))“I dx (3.8) 
Noting that d(.x)=e(x) q(x) and using (2.1), (A), (B) and Schwarz’ 
inequality, we have 
4I(4’W(s)) - 4’(W)))” a I M”l w 
< c1i-J 1q 1; E[I X@‘(s) - x,(s)~*]“? I (3.9) 
On the other hand, considering ~,~(s) - a,(s) = (l/n) c,“= 1 {u(x~~)(,s), 
xy)(s)) - a(xi(s)9 Xy'(s)) + U(Xi(S)y X?)(S)) - U(Xi(S)p Xi(S)) + U(Xj(S)y 
Xi(s)) -u,(s)}, by the assumptions (A) and (B) we have 
EC4’wi(s))4 b&) - +))“I 
<c,, IcpJ:E l4”‘(s)-x,(s)l*+~ ,f lXi(“‘(s)-xJs)18 
[ ,=I 
(3.10) 
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Lemma 1 and (3.4), together with (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), lead us to 
Jww41~c12 Id: I~,--t121~2, (3.11) 
and quite similarly 
E[ (zy)“] 
and 
G It l- t I3 1’ EC(#‘(F”)(s)) bn,its)-Q’(Xi(s)) bi(S))41 ds 
tl 
<Cl3 IPI: If,--t12/n2> (3.12) 
E[ (Z;,i)4] 
<~lt,--t13 
s f2 E[ (#“(x’“‘(S)) - ti”(Xi(S))” U,,i(S)8 II 
+ d”Wi(S>)” tan,i(s)-ai(s))4 (an,i(s) + ai(s)J41 h 
<Cl4 IpIt: ltr-t12/n2. (3.13) 
Hence (3.7), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) lead us to 
EClS;(t,)-Si(t)141~clsn IdI: l+-t12. (3.14) 
Set Fi(dv t19 t)=~(xi(tl))-~(xi(t))-EC~(Xi(tl))-~(xi(t))l, i= 
1, L, n, and Ft#,t,, t) = 4Wttl)) -W(t)) - ECdW(tl)) - 4W(t))l. Then 
Fi(~, tl, t), i= 1,2 ,..., n, are mutually independent and E[F,(#, tl, t)] = 0, 
i = 1, 2,..., n, which implies 
ECI qw- qw141 <5n2ECF(h t1, tJ41, 
and hence the It6 formula and the assumptions (A) and (B) lead us to 
~CI~(~,)-~~~~141~~,,~21~I:I~l-~12. (3.15) 
Together with (3.6), (3.14) and (3.15), we have (3.1). Of course, we have 
easily 
EtS,tO, $)‘I G ~17 I cp I& (3.16) 
Therefore by the Kolmogorov-Prokhorov test (see Theorem 12.3 of 
Billingsley [ 1 I), the evaluations (3.1) and (3.16) imply that for each $ E @, 
the sequence of real stochastic processes { (S,(t), 4 ), t E [0, T] } is tight in 
the Banach space C[O, T] of continuous functions defined on [0, T]. 
Noting that Icp(:<const II#II:, the induced measures P, on C([O, 11, G’) 
are uniformly 4-continuous in the sense of Mitoma [8] (see (R.l ), p. 997) 
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so {P,} are tight in C( [0, 11, Q, -P) for some p > 4. Thus we get the result 
of the theorem. 
We set the following condition: 
(A.1) a(x, y) and b(x, y) have bounded partial derivatives of order 
p=o, 1,2. 
Under the assumptions (AI) and (B), we have by Sznitman [9] that for 
any finite elements #i, & ,..., 4, in Q, and points 1,, t, ,..., t, in [O, oo), the 
finite dimensional distribution ((S,(t,), #i ), (S,(t,), &),..., (S,(t,), 4,)) 
converges to a Gaussian measure in m-dimensional Euclidean space. Hence 
Theorem 1, together with this, implies 
PROPOSITION 1. Under the assumptions (A.1) and (B), there exist a 
positive integer p and a @b-valued continuous Gaussian process {S(t)} such 
that (S,(t)} converges weakly to (,S(t)} in C([O, co); 0;). 
4. MAIN RESULTS (II): STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
In order to find the equation which governs the limit process (S(t)>, we 
set the following condition: 
(A.11) The coefficients u(x, y) and b(x,y) have bounded partial 
derivatives up to order p determined by Theorem 1. 
We will proceed the following argument under the assumptions (A.11) 
and (B). 
For any 4 E @, we set 
V(s) 4)(x) = d’(x) Nx, u(s)1 + 44°C~) 4x9 4s)l’ 
+ il, F(Y) NY, x) 4s dy) 
+ jR QW) 4.~~ u(414x 4 4.~, 49. 
By the assumptions (A.11) and (B) we have that for an integer I d n <p 
and a T> 0 there exist constants c(, = cr(n, T) and 8, = B(n, T) such that 
Hence for each s E [O, 00 ), L(s) is a continuous linear operator from @, + 2 
into GP, so that the adjoint L*(s) is also a continuous linear operator from 
@L into @;+2. 
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Let {s(t)} be the limit process of a convergent subsequence of {SJf)}, 
n = 1, 2,..., whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 1. Denote by 
(C&F:, P) the probability space where {s(t)} is defined. By the (I.11 -*- 
continuity of {S(t)> and (4.1), for each WE&!, L*(t) S(t)(w) is II.11 -o,+2j- 
continuous in t and the Riemann integral j’:, L*(s) S(s)(w) ds is well 
defined. 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions (A.11) and (B), the limit process 
{S(t)}, whose sample paths belong to C( [0, 00): @b), satisfies the equation 
S(t) = rj + W(t) + Jb’ L*(s) S(s) ds a.s. (P), 
where { W(t)} is a @b + *- valued Brownian motion (mean-zero continuous 
Gaussian additive process) satisfying 
E[:(w(t),~,>(W(s),~*)l 
4;(x) 4;(x) 4x, WI’ 4~ dx)) dc h, d2e@, (4.2) 
and rl is a @L+2- valued mean-zero Gaussian random variable independent 
of { W(t)}, with covariance 
Proof. For each o E Q, we set 
W(t)(o) = S(t)(o) - S(O)(o) - j; L*(s)s(s)(o) ds. (4.3) 
Since S(t)(o) and L*(t) S(t)(o) are 11. II -@+,,-continuous in t, W(t)(o) is 
also II.11 --(p+2)- continuous in t and W(O)(o) = 0. Next we will prove that 
( W(t)} is a Gaussian additive process with covariance (4.2). 
LEMMA 2. Let {Xi(t)}, i = 1, 2 ,..., be independent copies of {X(t)} 
defined in Lemma 1. For any 4 E @, we have the expression 
<&At) - &(O), 4) - Jb’ <Us), L(s) 4>, ds 
=$ icl Ji $‘(Xi(S)) Q[Xi(S), U(S)] dBi(s) + Rr’(t), (4.4) 
where lim, _ m E[ 1 R$q t)l ] = 0. 
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ProoJ Using the It6 formula, for q5 E @ we have 
(S n (t)-s n (O), q)-z’,“‘(t)-zy’(t) 
=J$ icl j; @(J-y%)) uCq%), W(dl a(s), (4.5) 
where 
Zyqt) =J- f j’ (qY(x,!nys)) b[Xf-J(s), iP(s)] 
Yf ni,1 0 
- EC@GG)) bCWs), 4s)l I) 4 
ZY’(t) = - 2> icl j; (V(Q)(s)) 4JY(s), U%)12 
-JTd”(C)) dNs), Wl’l) dx 
First we prove that Z?)(t) is expressed in the form 
+ j d’(x) b( x, .) u(s, dx) 9 ’ (4.6) 
R > 
ds+ Z?p,j (t) 
P 
where lim, _ rx E[ 1 Z?pJ(t)l ] = 0. Setting 
ZW) = -!- i cqw)(b[x,(“‘(s), tqs)] -&q”‘(s), u(s)]), 
Yf ni=i 
we have 
Z’;‘(t) = j’Z’,;‘(s) ds+ j’ (S,(s), qY(.) b[., u(s)]), ds, 
0 0 
and hence to prove (4.6) it is enough to show 
lim E[ / j~Zi;'(s)dsl]=O, 
n-cc 
(4.7) 
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Z’;;‘(s) = Ifi’ - 
( 
S,(s), j Q’(x) b(x, .) u(s, dx) . 
R > P 
Setting 
I’“’ =; ,t bX,(S), S,(s) = J;;( V’“‘(s) - u(s)), 
I=1 
-&q”)(s), u(s)] ) 
and 
Z!;‘(s) =17;w - ( W), j 4’(x) KG . ) 4% dx) ) , 
R P 
we have 
Z&)(s) - Zfn3)(s) 
=t;, ($!, i ($qq”‘(s)) - qY(Xi(S))(b(X,!‘)(S), Xj”)(s)) 
-&q”‘(s), Xi(S))) + ~‘(Xi(S))((b(Xl”(S), Xjqs)) 
-&q”)(s), Xi(S)) - (X,!“‘(s) -xi(s)) b&q!“)(s), Xi(S))) 
+ 4’(xi(s))(x~)(s) - Xj(s))(by(X,!“)(s), xj(s)) - by(Xi(s), xj(s))) 
- 
f 
R #‘(x)((b(xP X,!“‘(s))-b(x, xj(s)) 
- Cx)“‘ts) - xj(s)) by(x~ xj(s))) u(s~ dx) 
1 
+ (Dqs) - Xi(S)) J 
( { 
5 itl 4’(xi(s)) by(Xi(s)3 xj(s)) 
- 
5 
R $‘Cx) by(xv xj(s)) u(s~ dx) 
I>> 
9 
where k(x, Y) = (WY) 4x, Y). 
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Hence by the use of (2.1), (A.II), (B) and the Schwarz inequality 
E[)z\;‘(s)-zg’(S)I] <T ,f E[)X:“‘(s)-x,(s)l’]“’ 
J=l 
X {(f EC,Xj”l(s)-Xi(s),‘]“‘)“’ 
i= 1 
+JG E[ pc~~)(s)-Xj(s)~4]“4 
+E[(+$l {~‘(x,(s))b,(Xi(s),X,(s)) 
- 
s 
2 112 
R d’(x) b&G qa 4% dx) HI 
holds. Therefore by Lemma 1 and the fact that 
E 
K 
i’(x/c(S)) by(xk(Sh X,CS))-jR #‘(XI by(X, xj(S)) u(S, dx)) 
’ (4’(x,(s)) by(xI(s)9 xj(s))-J $‘tx) by(x9 xj(s)) u(s, dx) =O 
R )I 
for k#l and k,I#j, 
sup E[ ( Zg)(s) - I~‘$) I] < 5 
O<S<l J;; 
(4.8) 
is derived. Moreover, for 
zfi’(s)=i f d’(xi(s))(b[xj(S), v”‘(s)l -b[Xi(S), U(S)]) 
%f 
n j=l 
- W), ( J R 4’(x) e-9 *) 4s, dx) > 3 P 
we have 
z(l; )( s) - Z(lnq)( s) 
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- #‘(X!n)(s)) J1, ((b(X!“‘(sh Y) - b(Xi(s)5 Y)) 
- (x,!“‘(s)-xi(s)) bx(Xi(sh Y)) u(s3 dY) 
+ 4’(x~“)(s))(x~)(s) - Xi(s))(bx(Xi(s), xj(s)) 
- 
I 
R b.x(Xi(sh Y) 4% &)I 
and hence in a manner similar to the proof of (4.8) we get 
sup E[IZ~;)(s)-Z~‘(s)l]$C22. 
h O<S<f 
(4.9) 
Thanks to (4.8) and (4.9), the inequality 
implies (4.7). In order to prove (4.10), let us set 
yjCs)=L i 4’(Xt(s))(b(Xi(s), Xj(s))-b[Xi(s), u(s)l) 
xf { 
?l i-1 
and 
- 
s 
R @(x)(b(x~ xk(s)) - b[x, u(s)]) +Y dx) . 
Then we have 
E[ yk(s) yds)l = EC yk,(s) ylk(s)l, k # 1, 
(4.10) 
so that we get (4.10). Thus (4.6) is proved. 
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On the other hand, the expression 
I:“)(t)=~jr(S.(S),)I.(.)~[.,~(s)12)~ds 
0 
l r i&C, ’ @‘(XqY)) u[E”‘(s), U’“ (s)] t 
x (a[Xyqs), U’“)(s)] - a[X,!“)(s), u(s)]) 
1 
- f @‘(X,!“‘(s)) u[X,(“)(s), u(s)] 
+2&L, 
x (a[$“+), @)(s)] - a[X,(“)(s), u(s)]) ds 
produces 
Zl”‘(t) = j’ (S,(s), &Y’(. )a[ .) u(s)]’ 
0 
(4.11) 
+ 5 R f(x) a[x, u(s)] u(x, *) u(s, dx) > 
ds+ @“J(t), 
P 
where lim, _ m E[\Rf&t)l] =O. The proof of (4.11) is quite analogous to 
the one of (4.6), so it’is omitted. 
In order to finish the proof, setting R$$(t) = sh (l/A) Cy=, fg)(s) dBi(S), 
where 
li;'(S)=~'(X~"'(S))U[X,!"'(s), U'n'(s)]-~'(Xi(s))U[xi(s), U(S)], 
we have by the definition of the Itci integral and the independence of 
(Bi(t)}, i= 1,2 ,..., that 
E[R&$(r)2]=;j jtE[II$‘(s)12]ds. 
r=l 0 
From this it is easy to get lim,,, E[ 1 R$j(t)( ] = 0 by routine work. This, 
together with (4.6) and (4.11), completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Now we return to the proof of the theorem. For the proof of the 
additivity of ( W(t)}, set 
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for any interval J= (s, t] and 4 E 0. By Theorem 1, Lemma 2 and the finite 
dimensional central limit theorem, we get that for any finite disjoint inter- 
vals J,, J2 ,..., J,,, and ~5~) #2 ,..., 4, in @, 
E exp 
[ ( 
i f a,<WJd, h) 
k=l )I 
= lim E exp i f okW,,(Jk, 4k) 
n-m [ ( k=l )I 
= lim +x&‘(i$;, {$, %cMj(Jk, m,,})] n-co 
= exp -; f a:E[M(Jkv #,)‘I) 
k=l 
= fi E[exP(ic,(W(Jk), tik))l, 
k=l 
which implies that W(J,), k = 1, 2 ,..., m, are mutually independent. This 
shows the additivity of (W(f)}. It can be proved quite similarly that 
{W(t)} is a Gaussian process with mean-zero and covariance (4.2). Of 
course, S(0) = q is a Gaussian random variable with mean-zero and 
covariance (4.2’). The rest of the proof shows the mutual independence of rl 
and (W(t)}. But the proof is given in a way similar to the proof of the 
additivity of { W(t)}, observing the independence of { ti} and (Bi(t)}. 
5. REMARKS: INTEGRABILITY CONDITION (B) 
In this section, we discuss the integrability condition (B) in Theorem 1. 
The following result suggested by Kunita [S] may have its own interest. It 
can be well applied for the cases treated in previous papers [4,9-l 11. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that a(x, y) is uniformly bounded, b(x, y) is 
Lipshitz continuous and E[eale’] c co for each /I > 0. Then the condition (B) 
is satisfied. 
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Proof By the assumptions there exist constants M> 1 and K > 1 such 
that Ia(x,y)(<Mand Ib(x,y)(~K(l+JxJ+lyl). Weset 
Then we have 
u;(t) = j; a[Xp(s), Uys)] dBi(S)i. 
and hence we get 
1 X,!“‘(t)l d H(t) + KeZKT s ’ H(s) ds, O<t<T, 0 
where 
and 
‘(t)=A,f (Iril+Ui(t))+KTy 
r=l 
using the generalized Gronwall lemma for Cl=, 1 @I( t)l and I Xi”)( t)l . By 
the Jensen inequlity, for any integer m 2 2 we get 
IXjn)(t)lm<2m-1 H(t)m+(Ke2KT)” tm-’ 
1 s 
‘H(s)“ds , 
0 I 
(5.1) 
H(t)m<5m-1 
i 
ISil’N+Ui(t)m+(KT)“+K”t”~lib~~(s)”dS 
+ (2K2e4KT)” tm-’ (5.2) 
u(t)” < 3”- l iicl (IC,l”+u,(t)“)+(KT)“). (5.3) 
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Setting J(S) = a[p)(s), U”“(s)] and y,(t) = j;fi(s) LB,(S), by the It8 for- 
mula we get 
+ . ..+2r~l*1(~~(~-~~...(~-[~]+l)i~ 
x (j-)(s)* ds)‘m’21 
where [m/2] is the largest integer less than or equal to m/2 and 
N= (1+2M*T). Integrating both sides of (5.3), (5.2) and (5.1) by the fun- 
damental probability and substituting the above result to these integrated 
inequalities inductively, we have 
E[ 1 X~“)(t)l”] < 10m( 1 + (KTe*“‘)“)( 1 + (3Kr)“’ + (6(KT)* e4KT)m) 
and hence 
sup sup E[ea’*‘(‘)l] = sup sup m B” 
n Odf<T 
C _ ELI ~;n)(~)lm] < o. 
n ost~TmzO m! 
for each J? > 0. Therefore repeating the estimation similar to the above will 
complete the proof. 
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